Maestro® Fan/Light Programming Reset Procedures

Maestro® Fan/Light wall controls communicate with a canopy module. If it is necessary to reset the unit, please follow the appropriate procedure for your specific Fan/Light control.

Note: Resetting one set of controls (1 wall station + 1 canopy module) will NOT reset all sets of wall controls.

If more than one Maestro Fan/Light wall control is not communicating properly you must reset each of the controls. Pull the FASS out on all wall controls that need to be reset (step 1). Once all FASS have been pulled, proceed with the remaining steps one control at a time. Make sure the previous control has been reset and is on and functioning properly before you move on to the next.

1. Pull the “FASS” (Front Accessible Service Switch) out and wait 5 seconds.

2. Press and hold both the “Light Raise” and “Fan Lower” rockers simultaneously.

3. While holding both rockers, push the “FASS” in.

4. LEDs will display an addressing error- room lights will fade to high-end and fan will spin at fastest speed, indicating that the defaults have been restored.

5. Release both rockers.

6. Pull “FASS” out and wait 5 seconds.

7. Push “FASS” back in. LEDs will scroll a few seconds.

If the “Raise/Lower” rockers control the Fan/Light properly, the procedure has been completed successfully.

If resetting a Maestro® Fan wall control See Application Note #424 at lutron.com